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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

We will assume that a spin We will assume that a spin ½½ DiracDirac fermionfermion is is 
WIMP with a mass roughly near the electroweak WIMP with a mass roughly near the electroweak 
scale (10~1000 scale (10~1000 GeVGeV) and ) and electroelectro--magnetic magnetic 
dipole couplingsdipole couplings. We don. We don’’t assume other new t assume other new 
particles at that scale.particles at that scale.
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OUTLINEOUTLINE
Theoretical Description (Theoretical Description (LagrangianLagrangian)) : : 
The effective The effective LagrangianLagrangian with dimension 5 dipole operator.with dimension 5 dipole operator.

Annihilation processAnnihilation process : : 
WIMP may annihilate into SM particles via dipolesWIMP may annihilate into SM particles via dipoles
Relic Relic abundnaceabundnace : : 
Strength of dipoles induced present WIMP Relic abundanceStrength of dipoles induced present WIMP Relic abundance
Direct dark matter detectDirect dark matter detect : : CDMS, DAMA, GENIUSCDMS, DAMA, GENIUS
Indirect dark matter detectIndirect dark matter detect : neutrino telescopes: neutrino telescopes
ColliderCollider : WIMP production at ILC,LHC: WIMP production at ILC,LHC
ConclusionConclusion
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THEORETICAL DESCRIPTIONTHEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

The effective The effective LagrangianLagrangian with with dimension 5 dipole operator,dimension 5 dipole operator,

LLeffeff= = ½½DD⎯ ⎯ ψσψσµνµν ψψ(B(Bµνµν++BBµνµν)+H.C. )+H.C. 
DD =|=|DD ||eeiiφφ : complex coefficient dipole with CP phase : complex coefficient dipole with CP phase φφ

Rotate Rotate w.r.tw.r.t Weinberg angle : Weinberg angle : BBµνµν= = coscosθθwwFFµνµν --sinsinθθwwZZµνµν

LLeffeff= = ½½⎯⎯ψσψσµνµν(µ(µ ++ddγγ55)ψ)ψ (F(Fµνµν−−tantanθθwwZZµνµν))

µµ=2|=2|DD|cos|cosφφ, d=2|, d=2|DD| | sinsinφφ ; d= ; d= µµ tantanφφ

CP is a good symmetry (CP is a good symmetry (φ∼0), φ∼0), but the possibility of EDM (but the possibility of EDM (tantanφφ<2.4<2.4 xx 1010--33))

electron dipole 
experiment.
B. C. Regan, PRL, 
88, 071805, 2002

~
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ANNIHILATION PROCESSANNIHILATION PROCESS
γ,Z-mediated s-channel processes. 

Cross sections

Annihilation fraction : fermionic annihilation 
products dominate, particularly hadronic
annihilation. γ−Z interference plays important 
role for W-boson channel.

No mass and helicity suppression
Threshold suppression

4

3
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RELIC ABUNDANCERELIC ABUNDANCE
Thermal average for this annihilationThermal average for this annihilation P.GondoloP.Gondolo NP B360, 124 (1991)NP B360, 124 (1991)

WMAP data WMAP data 
:   :   0.09460.0946 < < ΩΩCDMCDMhh22<0.1286   <0.1286   (at 2(at 2σσ))

Relic density : Time evolution Relic density : Time evolution 
BoltzmannBoltzmann equationequation

Constant inverse freeze out temperature : xConstant inverse freeze out temperature : xff~20~20
Constant annihilation rate :   <Constant annihilation rate :   <σβσβDD> ~0.6pb> ~0.6pbThis implies the new physics with

O(Λ)∼3 TeV for MDM
O(Λ)~1 PeV for EDM
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Direct Dark Matter DetectDirect Dark Matter Detect
Leading Feynman diagram (t-channel)

Boltzman distribution

The events rate per unit 
target mass and unit time :

We have to calculate the elastic cross section, σel

q is space-like vector, 
time component is goneX

X

MDMMDM
Extremely non-relativistic case
only consider time componentEDMEDM

The couplings αµ(d) depend on the mediators (γ, Z) and atomic structure.
mainly interact with neutron

Interact with proton
The contribution by Z-boson
Is very small at low energy
so neglect
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MDMMDM EDMEDM

Cross section
per nucleon

current
future

Experimental sensitivity(R) :
DAMA : 1 event/kg/day
CDMS : 1 event/kg/day
GENIUS (Super CDMS)

: 1x10-4 event/kg/day

Both satisfy the present constraint Both satisfy the present constraint 
WIMP is in observation at GENIUSWIMP is in observation at GENIUS
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Indirect Dark Matter DetectIndirect Dark Matter Detect
(neutrino telescopes)(neutrino telescopes)

WIMPs in the halo are trapped gravitationally

W. Press, ASP. J 296, 679, 1985

Trapped WIMPs sink to the core of the Sun
and Earth. They annihilate into ordinary particles.  
Because of absorption only neutrinos are capable of 
escaping to the surface.

These energetic neutrinos reach 
the terrestrial detectors. P. Cotty, PRD 66, 063504, 1985

A small fraction of them are converted to muons
through charged current interactions
Neutrino telescopes observe high energy muon
neutrinos by identifying a muon track in detector. K. Buner, PRL 73, 1067, 1994

General formulae for capture rate

Maxwellian distribution, 
scattering kinematics, 

geometrical cross secion

Each annihilation decay 
two particles

Probability for a neutrino 
escaping the Sun

Eν~mD

Probability that a neutrino directed 
towords the detector produces 

a muon at the detector.
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P. Cotty, PRD 66, 063504, 1985

current

future

MDMMDM EDMEDM

Both satisfy the present constraintBoth satisfy the present constraint
WIMP is not in observation in near futureWIMP is not in observation in near future
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Kinematical cuts 
veto moller
scattering events

ColliderCollider Experiments(ILC,LHCExperiments(ILC,LHC))

S, B is the number of events for
the signal and background (=σL).
The main background is

NSD=5 : observability limit

Far from the observation Far from the observation 
at ILC, LHCat ILC, LHC

CDF col., hep-ex/0309051

A. Datta, PRD 59, 0550119 (1999)

ILCILC
LHCLHC

ILC : a hard-photon tagging
LHC : a hard photon, quark, gluon tagging

: ISR and FSRX
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

A spin A spin ½½ DiracDirac fermionfermion which has EM dipoles which has EM dipoles 
assumed WIMP and satisfy all experimental and assumed WIMP and satisfy all experimental and 
observational constraints.observational constraints.

This implies that spin This implies that spin ½½ DiracDirac fermionfermion may be may be 
WIMP.WIMP.

It can be observed with clear signals at onIt can be observed with clear signals at on--going going 
experiments in near experiments in near future(GENIUSfuture(GENIUS).).
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